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The decade of the 1980's has seen the human resource development 
profession challenged with expanding roles in training human resources 
to help resolve major problems within the organization that affect its 
overall econom1cs. 
Training expenditures by industry have been estimated to be 1n the 
billions. Finkel (1987) gave insight into the size of these 
expenditures when he reported that companies in this country spent at 
least $100 billion each year for training. Recently the American 
Society for Training and Development (ASTD) estimated that 
corporations spend a total of $210 billion per year on formal and 
informal training. 
The American Management Association Handbook (AMAHB) described the 
situation which industry was facing in this manner: 
••• economic constraints, including those caused by 
inflation, tight money, and internal competition for 
available funds, are forcing top executives to make 
difficult decisions. The people-intensive nature of 
training and development and the high costs of 
providing training services are causing many top 
managers to demand efficiency in the conduct of 
training and development activities. In addition 
to requiring proof of the cost effectiveness of 
programs and services, executives and board directors 
are now demanding that training and development activities 
show cost benefits directly related to the enterprise's 
bottom-line results (Fallon, 1983, pp. 7-66). 
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Literature in the last decade and a half has highlighted the need 
for training directors to adopt cost benefit analysis techniques that 
would prove the worth of their training (Fallon, 1983; Fowler, 1983; 
Hoffman, F., 1984; Kearsley, 1984; Birnbrauer, 1987; Suessmuth, 1976; 
Dalb, Fenn, Oberlin, and Schwandt, 1988; Shipp, 1980). 
Some articles showed the efforts of individual training activities 
to be cost effective (Cohen, 1985; Hoffman, F.M.m 1984; Pruitt, 1982; 
Sovie, 1980; McCampbell, 1979; Veninga, 1984). 
Other authors provided approaches or models useful in the 
development of cost benefit analysis systems for training programs 
(Burack and Mathys, 1980; Dopyea and Pitone, 1983; Grenough and Dixon, 
1982; Kaufman, 1987; Pattan, 1986; Kearsley, 1984; Kesner and Dalton, 
1982; Leiter, 1975; Preziosi and Legg, 1983; Shoemaker, 1979; Summers, 
1984; Tartell, 1987; Tyler, 1986; and Weiss, 1981). 
Statement of the Problem 
The problem this study addressed was that information about how 
corporate training departments established the value of action task 
training and cognitive task training was not available to other training 
professionals for a better understanding of contemporary practice. 
Purpose of the Research 
The purpose of this study was to find out whether and how directors 
of training in the Fortune 200 industries conduct cost benefit analysis 
on action task and cognitive task training. 
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Statement of Need 
Training directors need to know how to determine benefits for 
their training programs to ensure that they are responsive to needs and 
are cost effective. Sharing basic information on techniques used for 
cost benefit analysis of training with other training professionals 
provides a good source of knowledge on current practice and a basis for 
comparison of their programs to others in the same or related training 
fields. 
Research Questions 
This study was designed to answer the following basic questions 
about the use of cost benefit anlaysis (CBA) on the respondent's action 
task training (ATT) and cognitive task training (CTT) in the last two 
years. 
l. Did the study respondents use any formal or informal CBA on 
any of their training? 
2. Did the study respondents use CBA for their ATT? 
3. Did the study respondents use CBA for their CTT? 
4. What was the relationship between ATT and CTT with regard to 
the use of CBA? 
5. What was the relationship between ATT and CTT with regard to 
important criteria for application of CBA? 
6. What was the relationship between ATT and CTT with regard to 
the usefulness of CBA results? 
7. What was the relationship of ATT and CTT with regard to the 
schedule for conducting CBA? 
8. What was the relationship of ATT and CTT with regard to the 
satisfaction with results of CBA? 
9. What was the relationship of responses on demographic 
questions to responses on use or non-use of cost benefit analysis 
questions? 
Assumptions 
The assumptions of this study were the following. 
1. The respondents were the directors of training 1n the 
population studied. 
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2. The population studied may not be representative of other 
training directors and therefore may not be generalizable for all like 
populations. 
3. Further research may be required to determine the use of cost 
benefit analysis for other types of training and organizations. 
Limitations of the Study 
The limitations of the study were the following. 
1. The directors of training under study were limited to those 1n 
the Fortune 200 industries population. 
2. The study was limited to the use of cost benefit analysis for 
the variables selected on action task training and cognitive task 
training. 
Scope of the Study 
The scope of this study was primarily to gather needed information 
from a population of directors of training on present practice of use 




For purposes of this study, the following definitions of terms are 
furnished. 
ACTION TASK TRAINING is training to perform motor or manual 
physical skill centered activity. In this task each step is specific, 
observable, measurable and is performed 1n a relatively short period of 
time. It has a beginning and end and is independent of other actions. 
Each person who performs the task follows the same set of actions to 
achieve the same outcome or goal. An action task is a series of 
actions or behaviors which involve interaction between a person (the 
performer) and an object or another person. The task changes the 
object or person in some way. It accomplished a goal (Reddout, 1987). 
Most technical training parallels action task training. 
COGNITIVE TASK TRAINING is training to perform mentally. 
Cognitive behaviors include the processes of evaluating, deciding or 
discriminating. These mental processes are not observable and do not 
follow a precise order that is easily definable or measurable. Most 
management training parallels cognitive task training. 
COST ACCOUNTING is the phase of accounting which is particularly 
concerned with collecting, maintaining, and interpreting cost data. 
COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS is any report resulting from a system of 
comparing company costs to results of training. An example of cost 
benefit analysis for training is the process of comparing expected 
expenses to the potential advantages of implementing a new training 
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program 1n the organization. 
DIRECTOR OF TRAINING is the administrator of training, 1n house 
consultant on training, designer of learning experiences, and head of 
instruction. The director of training helps managers of "client" 
departments to solve human performance problems and supports top 
management to attain organizational, economic, and other goals involved 
with training human resources (Laird, 1984). 
HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT is the department which is responsible 
for planning, organizing, directing, approving, controlling, and 
delivering the ongoing functions relevant to the formal training of 
human resources (Laird, 1984). 
MANAGEMENT TRAINING usually parallels cognitive task training. 
Such tasks are to evaluate, decide, discriminate, and direct. 
Management training is usually used to perform mental tasks. 
TASK is a meaningful unit of work activity generally performed on 
the job by one worker within a limited period of time. A task is 
logical and necessary to achieving a single objective or output (AAVIM, 
1981). A task is series of actions or behaviors which accomplishes a 
goal. For purposes of this study, tasks are divided into two major 
types, action tasks and cognitive tasks (Reddout, 1987). 
TECHNICAL TRAINING is training to perform manual, motor, and 
physical tasks that achieve a single objective or output. It 
incorporates steps that are observable and measurable. Most formal 
technical training parallels action task training. 
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Summary 
There is a need within organizations for human resource 
development departments to become cost effective and show cost benefits 
directly related to the organization's bottom-line economic results. 
There has been a lack of collective research information about how 
training directors determine the value of their training. 
The study addressed a population of directors of training 1n the 
Fortune 200 industries in order to gather needed information about the 
use of cost benefit analysis techniques on their action task and 
cognitive task training. The results of this study could provide 
training administrators and practitioners with a better understanding of 
current practice. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Historical Background 
The rising expectation that training directors should demonstrate 
the cost effectiveness of their programs within their organizations has 
emerged as a by-product of more than a decade of changing situations 1n 
industry. Industry during this period was faced with rapid 
technological changes, declining productivity, increased competition, 
quality problems, higher costs, limited funds, and with equipment and 
facilities that were becoming obsolete. 
Top managers, under pressure from boards, have moved to resolve 
the economic problems their companies were confronting. Training was 
seen as a major resource needed to help resolve these problems. 
The human resource development activities have been advised to 
become a means of reaching organizational goals rather than an end in 
themselves. They were also to be viewed as cost centers where 
expenditures for training and development should be tracked, and 
recorded and the return on investment measured (Fallon, 1983). 
Carnevale (1982) gave national perspective to this new and 
expanded importance of training by explaining "an emerging and expanded 
econom1c policy recognizes the nation's public and private training 
systems as full partners 1n economic policy" (p. 41). 
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Literature in the last decade had included many articles which 
described the challenges that went with the new and expanding roles of 
the directors of training becoming full partners in economic policy. A 
knowledge of basic cost accounting theory has been suggested as helpful 
1n understanding approaches to application of cost benefit analysis 
techniques. 
Reaction to Use of Cost Accounting 
and Benefit Analysis 
Shipp (1981) explained the initial reaction of many trainers 
confronted with the need to become cost centers and to apply cost 
benefit analysis systems to their training programs. 
The agitation created by the requirement to show a 
return-on-investment is not caused by a fear that 
continuing education does not pay off in measurable 
terms, but rather stems from a lack of formal 
training in cost accounting techniques and a normal 
hesitation to plunge into the unknown (p. 6). 
Meigs and Meigs (1981) conveyed two very important managerial 
objectives of cost accounting. They were (1) to determine the unit 
costs of production, and (2) to provide management with information 
useful in controlling the costs of business operations. A common 
misconception about accounting figures is that the cost of any product 
or unit of output can be measured with precision. There are two 
reasons for the difficulty in measuring accurately the cost of 
anything: First, the relationship between the costs incurred and the 
output product is often difficult to establish. Secondly, cost 
information may be assembled, combined, and reported in many different 
ways. The relevant 11 cost 11 information varies with the nature of the 
decision confronting management. 
Meigs and Meigs (1981) reported on definition of cost: 
No single definition of cost is ideally suited for all 
types of managerial decisions. If costs information 
is to be used intelligently, the user must understand 
that any cost figure has inherent limitations and that 
no single method of arriving at the cost will serve 
equally well for all the varied purposes for which 
such information is needed. Most systems are designed 
to meet the general purposes of income determinations 
and to develop in the accounts the basic information 
from which cost studies for special purposes can be 
derived (p. 932). 
Kieso and Weygandt (1980) explained that an information accounting 
theory is based on the concept that all accounting reporting decisions 
should be within a cost benefit framework to be evaluated. Accounting 
information should be thought of as a commodity, just as bread and 
butter are commodities; and the costs of producing this commodity and 
its benefits should be questioned. 
Some training programs may have to be evaluated based on benefit 
criteria when costs cannot accurately be determined. Kirrane (1986) 
pointed out that the intangible nature of some training benefits 1s 
slowly becoming less of an issue for human resource managers who can 
prove the long-term value of their programs. Manufacturers provide 
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some advice on one approach. The strategic plan for the company should 
be considered, and a justification should be developed. Although 
intangible benefits may be difficult to quantify, there is no reasons 
to value them at zero. No responsible accountant would say that an 
enterprise can afford to ignore costs. Managers still must figure out 
how to pay the bills. But management accounting and its sub-category, 
cost accounting are meant to provide financial information needed for 
sound decision making. 
Gathering Criteria for Cost Evaluation 
of Training 
Training directors have to gather criteria necessary for 
development of a cost evaluation system for training. Much of this 
criteria is available during the planning stages of the program. These 
include such documentation as the training request, needs assessment, 
performance tasks, performance standards, training objectives, and cost 
information. 
The requirement to use basic cost accounting theory and develop 
criteria needed for cost analysis of a training program is said to be a 
logical process which should be agreed upon before the program starts. 
In Dahl, Fenn, Oberlin,and Schwandt (1988), Schwandt advised: 
••• so many times I've seen people jump to set up 
their accounting systems. But this can become 
incredibly labor-intensive if you don't have a 
source database to pull your figures from. You'll 
continually have to redo your database. Attempt to 
tie in to the larger system so accounting doesn't 
become a cost to you that you cannot bear (p. 25). 
Knowing what the organization expects from a particular cost 
benefit analysis exercise can help provide for proper evaluation. In 
Dahl, et al. (1988), Oberlin explained, "If you don't understand what 
management is measuring, how can you ever hope to affect it? " He 
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recorrmended, "the first thing in an accounting system 1s to get the big 
picture. Know what you're dealing with" (p. 23). 
Without such action it could be frustrating to explain the 
validity of the cost system. THe literature addresses many variables 
to cost beneift analysis system's development and provides insight into 
approaches. 
Minick and Medlin (1983) related that anticipatory evaluation 
emphasizes the role of evaluating objectives in planning human resource 
development programs. In this integrated approach, evaluation begins 
before the program 1s designed and continues throughout development and 
implementation (p. 89). 
Often, more than training costs are involved in conducting cost 
benefit analysis for a training program. The difficulty in determining 
what is involved may be caused by the lack of adequate front-end 
planning. 
Kaufman (1987) listed as a first step the decision to use data 
from a needs assessment. 
Planning is a substitute for good luck. A needs 
assessment may be described as a blueprint for action 
that includes the functions an organization must 
complete to get from where it is to where it wants 
to be • • Needs assessments provide cost 
effective alternatives (pp. 78 and 83). 
Katz and Rosen (1987) explained how one company used a specialized 
needs assessment to help its technical people to become better 
managers. They concluded that, needless-to-say, this requ1res the 
ability to do an appropriate front-end analysis using a design that 
encourages fact finding, flexibility, and an action plan for 
implementation. 
Topics of major concern to executives, which were taken from 
Opinion Research Corporation's "Executive Caravan Survey" in 1984, were 
reported by Fisher (1986). The major concerns ranked first and second 
were controlling costs and improving profits, respectively. 
Hall (1987) indicated that concerning corporate needs, the 
corporation has important though indirect roles to play in planning 
carried out by managers of business units, especially training. These 
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managers do not automatically become sophisticated strategic planners. 
The corporation must provide an intellectual framework on which their 
knowledge of the business and its environment can be arranged. 
Finkelstein and Hatch (1987) concluded that for decades the 
process of job evaluation has seen little change. Most companies still 
rely on methods that were developed years ago to serve the common need 
of an industrial economy. 
On the need for top management support and how to get it, Yeoman 
(1982) has advised that: 
Top management support is a continuing commitment, 
backed by words and deeds over a long period of time • 
• • • it will not happen without setbacks and 
frustrations, but it can be done. Top managers 
support things that make sense and help them 
accomplish organizational objectives. • •• to get 
top management's support get a handle on return on 
investment and make some 'hardnosed' decisions. Say 
'no' to training requests that represent problems 
that training cannot resolve (p. 38-40). 
A paramount need is support from the organization and to that 
extent cost effectiveness is a matter of organizational philosophy. 
Fitz-ens (1984) has suggested that a purpose statement of the human 
resource development department should relate to the organizational 
philosophy. For example, human resource development exist in an 
organization because it provides a necessary function at competitive 
costs. 
The human resources development department is to operate as an 
organizational entity. Many authors have made a point of describing 
and emphasizing this need. Bell (1983) reported that successful 
trainers start with alignment to the role and mission of the total 
organization and find that this helps them succeed during tough 
economic times. 
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del Bueno and Kelly (1980) described a ratio formula that 
facilitates computation of cost effectiveness of staff development 
programs and activities. They also provided an account of how the 
formula was applied in one hospital, and included work sheets for 
educators to use in determining their own department's cost 
effectiveness. 
Grubb (1981) supported the point that hospital educators need to 
become more involved in conducting research illustrating the efficacy 
both of the hospital's education function and the educational manager's 
role 1n contributing to the hospital's organizational development and 
effectiveness. Hill (1984) related on technical training that the 
person responsible for skills training 1n an industry has a greater 
role to play than simply linking hardware and people. The training 
department should also contribute to the organization's productivity. 
Carnevale and Shultz (1988, p. 18) contended, "Technical employees 
and technical training are becoming ever more important because they 
are the key to America's competitive advantage in the world economy." 
Smith (1980, p. 74) suggested that "accountability means 
requiring the training staff to produce documented evidence of training 
quality and efficiency on a regular and periodic basis." 
Lamrie (1986) has suggested that for a proactive approach to human 
resource development requires assessment of skills and attitudes, 
review an diagnoses, an evaluation period, implementation of training, 
and evaluation of results. 
Rothwell (1984, p. 45) has suggested that "performance audits 
should be viewed as extensions of traditional auditing dealing with 
broad issues of organizational efficiency and effectiveness. They 
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should focus on organizational outcomes 1n lieu of individual outcomes. 
Performance analysis has been described to be closely related to 
estimating the costs of requested programs. The process of determining 
the costs of a program helps to visualize exactly what a given program 
1s worth in terms of education (McCampbell, 1979). 
According to Dobbs (1980), management of a training program must 
assess where it is going. "There is little question that training 
technology is advancing more than ever before. Organizations are 
expecting more and more benefits from their training dollar" (p. 20). 
Knowles (1985, p. 24) has professed that "thinking in 'wholes' or 
systems has become a necessity in an increasingly complex world." 
As companies devote more resources to training, the need for valid 
information about the return on investment increases (Brakken and 
Bernstein, 1982). Weinstein ( 1982, p. 34) cautioned that, "logical and 
coherent structure of cost data is vital in arriving at an accurate 
analysis of training cost effectiveness." Urban, Ferris, Crowe and 
Miller (1985, p. 68) concluded that, "effective evaluation of the 
training functions remains one of the most difficult problems in the 
human resource development field." 
Murk and Wells (1988) observed that 
Most traditional program planning modes for continuing 
professional training are linear in design. An 
extensive review of literature reveals that most 
contain seven sequential steps: assessing needs, 
establishing program priorities and responsibilities, 
selecting program goals and objectives, allocating 
available resources, selecting appropriate teaching 
and techniques, evaluating the results or outcomes, 
and determining the program's effectiveness (p. 45). 
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Models and Analysis 
Literature has pointed out that training requires a front-end 
analysis to review the criteria applicable to the objectives and 
purposes of the specific program. This is a process said to be 
critical to determine if the training will be conducted and under what 
criteria. The consideration of need for the application of cost 
benefit analysis to the specific program is no less important than 
other considerations during the front end-analysis if it is to be 
grounded in validity and reliability. 
Many models of cost benefit analysis have been suggested 
in the literature. Most models are tools which require 
assessment, tailoring and pre-testing prior to use on a training 
program. 
Kearsley and Compton (1981) advised that cost benefit models, like 
statistics, are inferential tools. They are intended to help the 
training manager gain a better understanding of what-effects-what in a 
training system. Models should relate to the specifics of a training 
department's program to be able to show validity of the cost analysis 
system applied. 
Sullivan and Elenburg (1988) contended that designing and 
developing technical training programs without attention to measuring 
the effectiveness of training 1s a thing of the past. They suggested 
the use of valid and reliable performance tests. Performance tests are 
based on objectives developed during the task analysis process and then 
presented at the beginning of training. Task analysis includes the 
cognitive (what you know), psychomotor (what you do), and affective 
(what you feel) domains that form performance and enabling objectives. 
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Kirkpatrick (1975, p. 1) pointed out that "one training director 
can not borrow evaluation results from another; he can, however, borrow 
evaluation techniques." Kirkpatrick identified four evaluation steps: 
reaction, learning, behavior, and results. 
Lawson (1981) clarified three basic causes of the success of human 
resource development functions from an internal marketing perspective. 
They are functions actively rendering services in the right "client 
segments" of their organization; functions doing a few important tasks 
well; and functions doing the right things consistently. 
Kearsley and Compton (1981) listed three major roles cost benefit 
analysis plays in training: (1) for planning to estimate anticipated 
costs of training programs, (2) for selecting purposes to evaluate one 
training approach relative to another in terms of cost and outcomes, 
and (3) for justification to measure the effects of a particular 
training program, especially in terms of improved job performance. 
Different cost/benefit models are developed to meet these different 
purposes. 
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Shipp (1981) addressed the need for the systematic method of 
assess1ng the worth or impact of an educational program, which led to 
his development of a cost benefit effectiveness model. The model 
classifies costs and results as monetarily quantifiable., non-
monetarily quantifiable, and non-quantifiable. Cohen (1985) presented 
administrators and practitioners with a simple approach to cost benefit 
analysis of industrial training that uses easily obtainable data. The 
results were related to the social rate of return to company training. 
Salinger and Deming (1982) described s1x critical items in the 
evaluation of training: (1) delayed treatment, (2) modified critical 
incident, (3) follow-ups, (4) performance analysis, (5) time series 
evaluation, and (6) cost benefit analysis. 
Barta (1982, p. 16) discussed "three methods which trainers can 
use to justify the investment and review the literature to show both 
appropriate and inappropriate applications of the three approaches: 
return on investment, benefits-costs, and payback methods. 
Weinstein and Kasl (1982) contributed an article describing a 
method to convert total dollar figures on a training program to 
"Participant Learning Hour" or PLH cost. Weinstein (1982) provided a 
Training Cost Framework or model for gathering training cost 
information into three levels: Classroom, Administration, and 
Organization. 
Paquet, Kasl, Weinstein and Waite (1987) reported on a difficult 
training area to evaluate "management." They revealed that 
practitioners believe that management training makes a real difference 
in the work place, but many avoid proving it. They show how one 
company designed a model which showed that management benefits through 
the work of employees. These efforts were predicted on the assumption 
that the intended outcomes of management training is improved 
productivity in the work place. 
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Kirkpatrick (1988) noted that books and articles about supervisory 
and management training are stressing the same thing that Larry Appley, 
former president of the American Management Association (AMA), stressed 
years ago which he designed as, "getting things done through people." 
The literature emphasizes that an effective manager must be able to 
communicate, motivate, train, delegate, coach, and control. 
Spencer (1984) reported that for years the human resource 
development community has been expressing the difficulty of the impact 
of human resource development programs 1n cost/benefit terms. He 
presented a method for calculating the costs and benefits of training. 
Kearsley (1984) outlined a series of ten steps for conducting cost 
benefit analysis: (l) Define the problems, (2) Select and formulate a 
model; (3) Identify data requirements, (4) Identify data collection 
methods, (5) Develop data collection tools, (6) Pilot data collection, 
(7) Conduct a full scale collection, (8) Verify/validate data, 
recollecting where applicable; (9) Apply model to data, and (10) Draw 
inferences and conclusions, revising where required. 
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Clegg (1987) reported that although management training 1s often a 
difficult process, it must be done. Management training requ1res an 
investment of time and money which, like any other type of investment, 
must be justified on the basis of return from that investment. Results 
of the study indicate that evaluation of management training is still 
not what it could be. Stephan, Mills, Pace, and Ralphs (1988) asked 
one question about return on investment of management training in a 
survey about Fortune Industry executive training. The response 
indicated that evaluation of return on management training investment 
did not occur with high regularity. 
Summary 
Industry during the last decade has been faced with rapid 
technological changes, declining productivity, increased competition, 
quality programs, higher costs, limited funds, and equipment and 
facilities that were becoming obsolete. 
Top managers have moved to resolve the problems. The training 
department was seen as a major resource to help resolve the industries• 
economic problems. 
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Human resource development activities have assumed maJOr roles 1n 
support of organizational training and economics. They have been 
expected to function as cost centers where the expenditures would be 
tracked and recorded and the return on investment measured. Reaction 
to the challenge has required training activities to establish systems 
using cost accounting theory to prove the value of their training. 
Also, they have had to gather needed criteria to perform a front-end 
analysis of training and related costs for use in establishing and 
validating the reliability of a cost benefit analysis model established 
for training. 
Approaches and models for cost benefit analysis of training have 
been suggested in the literature. Some training has been reported to 
be more applicable than other training to cost analysis systems. 
Training which has observable and measurable steps, such as action task 
training 1 s motor, physical or manual skills centered activity, is 
usually adaptable to cost benefit analysis. Cognitive task training or 
mental training to decide, discriminate, and direct, is not usually 
observable and measurable. Therefore, it is not easily adaptable to 
cost benefit analysis. 
For a better understanding of current practice about utilization 
of cost benefit analysis for training, it was considered necessary to 
gather needed information from a population of directors of training. 
This study addressed the research need for two types of training, 
action task and cognitive task training. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
The purpose of this study was to find out whether and how 
directors of training in the Fortune 200 industries conduct cost 
benefit analysis on action task and cognitive training. 
According to the literature review, training directors need to 
know how to determine benefits for their training programs to ensure 
that they are responsible to needs and are cost effective. The results 
of this study, based on responses from the directors of training 
surveyed, could help provide training administrators, educators, and 
practitioners a better understanding of contemporary practice. The 
study was supported by the Center for Human Resource Development, 
Oklahoma State University; members of the American Society for Training 
and Development, Oklahoma Central Chapter, who participated in the pilot 
test study; and the Oklahoma State University Technical Branch, 
Directorate of Industrial and Business Relations. 
The chapter is divided into four sections: (1) research questions, 
(2) description of the population, (3) description of the instrument 




Nine research questions were compiled for use in the study. The 
research questions considered whether or not the population utilized 
cost benefit analysis (CBA) on any training formally or informally 1n 
the last two years. Questions were then concentrated specifically on 
action task training (ATT) and cognitive task training (CTT) with 
regard to utilization of cost benefit analysis 1n the last two years. 
The research questions were the following: 
l. Did the study respondents use any formal or informal CBA on 
any of their training? 
2. Did the study respondents use CBA for their ATT? 
3. Did the study respondents use CBA for their CTT? 
4. What was the relationship between ATT and CTT with regard to 
the use of CBA? 
5. What was the relationship between ATT and CTT with regard to 
important criteria for application of CBA? 
6. What was the relationship between ATT and CTT with regard to 
usefulness of CBA results? 
7. What was the relationship of ATT and CTT with regard to the 
schedule for conducting CBA? 
8. What was the relationship of ATT and CTT with regard to the 
satisfaction with results of CBA? 
9. What was the relationship of responses on demographics 
questions to responses on use or non-use of CBA? 
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The questionnaire was designed to answer the basic research 
questions. Consideration was given to the relationships of the 
responses to ATT and CTT training. Consideration was also given to the 
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relationships of responses on demographics to responses on use or non-
use of cost benefit analysis for training. Appendix D shows a cross 
reference of research questions to the questionnaire. 
Selection of Population 
The population selected for this study was composed of the 
directors of training for the Fortune 200 industries. A un1verse type 
population of n=200 was used because these industries were rated as 
some of the most successful companies in America (Loeb, 1987, 
Vittolino, 1989). These industries have large training programs 
supporting large numbers of employees. They are deeply involved with 
technical production, supervision, and management of large, dispersed, 
complex organizations. 
This effort to gather needed information not previously available 
was directed to those who were most likely to understand the questions 
and who had considerable experience and expertise in the administration 
of industrial training. 
Collection of Data 
The information used in this study for collection of data was 
developed from a review of literature. An ERIC search was performed, 
followed by library research of literature and consultation with 
industrial, educational, and human resource development professionals. 
A suitable instrument was not available to conduct this 
descriptive study. An instrument was developed by the researcher based 
on important basic material in the literature review and on suggestions 
{ of experts in human resource development who reviewed the instrument's 
r content and purposes. The questionnaire was structured using guidance 
1n Zemke and Kramlinger (1984), Isaac and Michael (1981), Key (1986), 
Gay (1981), Educational Research Competencies for Analysis and 
Application, and other references. 
The questionnaire was reviewed by my committee members, Dr. 
William Venable, Chairperson; Dr. Cecil Dugger, Professor of Technical 
Education, Dr. Jerry Davis, Professor of Technical Education, Dr. 
William Warde, Professor of Statistics; and Dr. Paul Harper, Professor 
of Speech Communications. 
The questionnaire was also reviewed by three other training 
professionals: Dr. Margaret Christensen, President of Human Resource 
Consultants, Incorporated, Edmond, Oklahoma; Dr. William Nelson, 
Director of Industrial and Business Relations, Oklahoma State 
University Technical Branch, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma; Dr. Dale 
Fredericksen, Assistant Director of Continuing Education, Rose State 
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College, Midwest City, Oklahoma. Several changes were made as a result 
of these reviews. 
The questionnaire draft was then pilot tested for reliability on a 
group of 15 directors of training or equivalent training administrators 
1n Oklahoma industries. The respondents were all professional training 
managers with many years of experience. Some of the industries were 
local divisions of Fortune companies. Many had large, diverse training 
programs serving large number of employees. These training directors 
were highly educated and were familiar with technical and management 
type training as well as with its relationship to action task and 
cognitive task training. The pilot-test documentation is shown 1n 
Appendixes E and F. The results of the local pilot-test for 
reliability testing of the instrument is reported in Appendix G. These 
results and recommendations were reviewed and final refinements to the 
survey instrument were made (See Appendixes A, B, and C). 
The two major types of task training, action task and cognitive 
task training, were adapted and developed from domains explained by 
Laird (1984) on Bloom's Taxonomy of Education; Reddout's (1987) 
definitions of action tasks and cognitive tasks; American Association 
for Vocational Instructional Material (1981) on task performance; and 
Sullivan and Elenburg's (1988) description of task analysis and 
enabling objectives. 
Methods and Analysis 
The-questionnaires were mailed in June, 1989, with a cover letter 
and instruction& (See Appendix A for the cover letter; Appendix B for 
questionnaire instructions; and Appendix C for the questionnaire). The 
questionnaires were addressed to the director of training in the 
Fortune 200 industries (statistically a universe population, n=200). 
Of the questionnaires mailed, 28 percent were returned by the due date 
stated in the cover letter. 
A first follow-up was made 1n July, 1989 to non-respondents by 
mail. Another five percent of the questionnaires were returned. A 
second follow-up was made by mail in August and three percent more of 
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the questionnaires were returned. A final follow-up effort was made by 
telephone resulting in a return of two percent additional 
questionnaires. A total of 76 or 38 percent of the questionnaires were 
completed and returned from the population studied. The nature of the 
study, level of the population, and summer vacation period were some of 
the factors that affected the return of the questionnaires. Following 
these efforts to obtain a maximum possible return, the questionnaires 
were tallied and analyzed (See Appendix D). 
~ Descriptive research, according to Key (1986~ is used to obtain 
\ ~nformation concerning the current status of the phenomena. The 
purpose of the methods are to describe "what exists" with respect to 
variables or conditions in the situation. These methods also may 
investigate the relationships between variables. 
The results of this descriptive study were tallied. Analysis of 
results of responses was shown in frequency distribution tables. Cross 
tabulations of responses for action task and cognitive task training 
questions were made to determine relationships of responses. Cross 
tabulations of .demographic responses to-responses on use or non-use of 
cost benefit anlaysis for training were made to determine relationships 
or responses. Conclusions resulting from analysis of responses from 
the population and cross tabulations were reported. Descriptive 
statistics used in the study were percentages, sum, mean, mode, chi-
square, medium, and range. Statistical references included Gay (1981); 
Jaccard (1983); and Isaac and Michael (1987). 
Suomary 
This chapter described the methods and procedures used in the 
study. The study was conducted in four phases: (1) research question 
development, (2) description of the population, (3) description of the 
instrument for data collection, and (4) description of procedures for 
analyzing the data. 
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Nine questions were compiled to cover the study. The 
questionnaire was designed to answer the research questions and provide 
information on use of cost benefit analysis on two types of task 
training, action task training and cognitive task training. The 
population surveyed was composed of the directors of training in the 
Fortune 200 industries. This population was used because they were 
rated as some of the most successful industries in the United States. 
These industries have large numbers of human resources, complex 
organizations, and highly educated, experienced training professionals 
who would most likely understand the questionnaire and furnish the 
needed information. 
A suitable instrument for use in the study did not exist. An 
instrument was designed. Questions were developed from important 
material in the review of literature and contacts with human resource 
development professionals. The questionnaire was reviewed by advisory 
committee members and also by three outside experts on the subject. 
The questionnaire was revised based on these reviews. 
The questionnaire was then tested for reliability of content and 
purpose on the human resource development directors of training or 
their equivalents at 15 Oklahoma industries. The results of the pilot 
test were evaluated and the questionnaire was again revised and 
printed. 
Following these actions, the survey was mailed to the Fortune 200 
population by cover letter. A first and second follow-up by mail 
resulted in the return of 36 percent of the questionnaires. A final 
telephone effort resulted 1n another two percent of the surveys being 
returned for a total of 38 percent. 
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Following this effort to obtain the greatest possible return, 
responses to the questionnaires were tallied and analyzed. The results 
of the study were shown in tables and reported in Chapter IV. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 
Introduction 
The n1ne basic research questions compiled for this study were 
used as divisions for this chapter to report the results of the study. 
Each division lists the pesearch questions, the results of the study 
about the question, and the applicable table(s). 
Of 200 questionnaires mailed to the directors of training in the 
Fortune 200 industries, 77 were returned or 38.5 percent of the n=200 
population. Of the 77, four were returned as undeliverable and two were 
returned indicating a policy of not completing surveys at this time. 
The results of the study were based on the 71 usable respondents or 
35.5 percent of the n=200 population who completed and returned the 
questionnaires. 
The questionnaire was designed to gather information in three 
areas to determine contemporary practice on use of cost benefit 
analysis (CBA) for training (1) general use on any training, (2) use 
action task training (ATT), and (3) use on cognitive task training 
(CTT). Respondents accordingly were to answer questions about their 
use of CBA in these areas as applicable to their training. When 
respondents indicated non-use of CBA in an area of training they were 




The results of the study are shown following the research 
questions. 
Research Question One 
Research question one was, "Did the study respondents use any 
formal or informal CBA on any of their training?" The data show that 
less than half of the respondents use CBA either formally or 
informally. The results of responses are shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
USE OF ANY FORMAL OR INFORMAL COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
FOR TRAINING IN THE LAST TWO YEARS 
Response %of %of 
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Frequency Total Respondents 
a. Yes 33 46.5 46.5 
b. No 38 53.5 53.5 
Total N=71 100.0 10(}.0 
Research Question Two 
Research question two was "Did the study respondents use CBA for 
their ATT?" The data show that 38 percent of the total respondents did 
use CBA for their ATT in the last two years. The small percentage who 
had not used CBA for their ATT indicated a "not a major concern" as the 
principle reason. The results are listed in Table II. 
TABLE II 
USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR 
ACTION TASK TRAINING 
Response %of %of 
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Frequency Total Responses 
a. Yes 27 38.03 84.40 
b. No 5 7.04 15.60 
No response 39 54.93 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
REASONS GIVEN FOR ANSWER 
b. "NO" ABOVE: 
Lack of System 1 20.00 
Not a Major Concern 4 80.00 
5 100.00 
Research Question Three 
Research question three was, "Did the study respondents use CBA 
for their CTT?" The data indicate that 41 percent of the total 
respondents had used CBA on their CTT in the last two years. The small 
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percentage who had not done CBA on their CTT indicated "not a major con-
cern" as the main reason. Results of responses are shown in Table III. 
TABLE III 
USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR 
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b. "NO" ABOVE: 
Lack of System 
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Research question four was, "What was the relationship between ATT 
and CTT with regard to the use of CBA?" Cross analysis of responses on 
the use of CBA for ATT and CTT indicate that CBA was used for CTT 
slightly more than ATT. This was explained by some directors' conments 
that ATT was not the corporate level responsibility but that of the 
field operation. Most respondents, however, answered for both ATT and 
CTT. Cross tabulation is shown in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
CROSS TABULATION ON USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR 
































Research Question Five 
Research question five was, "What was the relationship between ATT 
and CTT with regard to important criteria for application of CBA?" Six 
criteria applicable to training planning were listed in the 
questionnaire. These criteria were listed with a Likert type rating 
scale ranging from very important to very unimportant. The respondents 
rated such criteria as to the perceived importance of the criteria in 
application of CBA to ATT and CTT. The results of the study are listed 
in Tables V to XVI. Cross analysis of the relationship of Tables V to 
XII on ATT and XIII to XVI on CTT are shown in Table XVII. 
Action Task Training. The responses indicated the "policy on cost 
benefit analysis criteria" is neither important nor unimportant 1n 
planning CBA for ATT. See Table V. 
TABLE V 
ACTION TASK POLICY ON COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
1 Very Important 2 2.82 7.10 
2 Important 7 9.86 25.00 
3 Neither Important 1 1 15.49 39.00 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 6 8.45 21.40 
5 Very Unimportant 2 2.82 7.10 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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The respondents indicated that "training request criteria" were 
important in planning CBA for ATT. See Table VI. 
TABLE VI 
ACTION TASK TRAINING REQUEST 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Very Important 5 7.04 17.90 
2 Important 14 19.72 50.00 
3 Neither Important 7 9.86 25.00 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 2 2.82 7.10 
5 Very Unimportant 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
The responses indicated the "training needs analysis criteria" were 
very important in planning CBA for ATT. See Table VII. 
The respondents indicated the "training and related costs criteria" 
were very important in planning CBA for ATT. See Table VIII. 
The respondents rated "performance task criteria" as very 
important in planning CBA for ATT. See Table IX. 
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TABLE VII 
ACTION TASK TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS 
%of % of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Very Important 14 19.72 50.00 
2 Important 9 12.68 32.10 
3 Neither Important 4 5.63 14.30 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 1.41 3.60 
5 Very Unimportant 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE VIII 
ACTION TASK TRAINING AND RELATED COSTS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
1 Very Important 12 16.90 42.90 
2 Important 10 14.09 35.70 
3 Neither Important 4 5.63 14.30 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 1.41 3.60 
5 Very Unimportant 1.41 3.60 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE IX 
ACTION TASK PERFORMANCE TASK 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
1 Very Important 10 14.09 35.70 
2 Important 9 12.67 32.10 
3 Neither Important 5 7.04 17.90 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 4 5.63 14.30 
5 Very Unimportant 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
The respondents rated the "performance standards criteria" as very 
important for planning CBA for ATT. See Table X. 
The respondents rated the ''policy on cost benefit analysis 
criteria" as neither important nor unimportant in planning CBA for CTT. 
See Table XI. 
The respondents rated the "training request criteria" as important 
1n planning CBA for CTT. See Table XII. 
The respondents rated the "training needs analysis criteria" as 
very important in planning CBA for CTT. See Table XIII. 
The respondents rated the "training and related costs criteria" as 
important in planning CBA for CTT. See Table XIV. 
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TABLE X 
ACTION TASK PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
. Very Important 10 14.08 35.70 
2 Important 7 9.86 25.00 
3 Neither Important 6 8.45 21.40 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 3 4.23 10.70 
5 Very Unimportant 2 2.82 7.10 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XI 
COGNITIVE TASK POLICY ON COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
1 Very Important 3 4.23 10.30 
2 Important 5 7.04 17.20 
3 Neither Important 12 16.90 41.40 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 7 9.86 24.10 
5 Very Unimportant 2 2.82 6.90 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE XII 
COGNITIVE TASK TRAINING REQUEST 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Very Important 4 5.63 13.80 
2 Important 15 21.13 51.70 
3 Neither Important 8 11.27 27.60 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 2 2.82 6.90 
5 Very Unimportant 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XIII 
COGNITIVE TASK TRAINING NEEDS ANALYSIS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Very Important 15 21.30 51.70 
2 Important 8 11.27 27.60 
3 Neither Important 4 5.63 13.80 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 2 2.82 6.90 
5 Very Unimportant 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE XIV 
COGNITIVE TASK TRAINING AND RELATED COSTS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Very Important 9 12.68 31.00 
2 Important 12 16.90 41.40 
3 Neither Important 6 8.45 20.70 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 1 1.41 3.40 
5 Very Unimportant 1.41 3.40 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
The respondents rated the "performance tasks criteria 
as neither important nor unimportant in planning CBA for CTT. See 
Table XV. 
Equal numbers of respondents rated the "performance standards 
criteria" as important or as "neither important nor unimportant." See 
Table XVI. 
Analysis of relationship of responses to questions on importance 
of criteria in planning CBA for ATT and CTT shows a difference in the 
perceived importance of the criteria for ATT and CTT. See Table XVII. 
Research Question Six 
Research Question s1x was, "What was the relationship between ATT 
and CTT with regard to usefulness of CBA results?" Five questions on 
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TABLE XV 
COGNITIVE TASK PERFORMANCE TASKS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
1 Very Important 7 9.86 24.10 
2 Important 8 8.45 27.60 
3 Neither Important 1 0 14.09 34.50 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 3 4.23 10.30 
5 Very Unimportant 1 1.41 3.40 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XVI 
COGNITIVE TASK PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Very Important 5 7.04 17.20 
2 Important 9 12.68 31.00 
3 Neither Important 9 12.68 31.00 
nor Unimportant 
4 Unimportant 4 5.63 13.80 
5 Very Unimportant 2 2.82 6.90 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XVII 
CROSS ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES ON RELATIONSHIP OF CRITERIA 
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usefulness of CBA results were included in the study. Tables XVIII to 
XXII indicate responses for ATT and Tables XXIII to XXVII list 
responses for CTT. The usefulness of CBA results for each item was 
rated by the respondents by a Likert type scale ranging from "Strongly 
Agree" to "Strongly Disagree." 
Action Task Training. The respondents indicated they strongly 
agree that CBA results for ATT are useful in compiling budget data. 
See Table XVIII. 
TABLE XVIII 
ACTION TASK USEFULNESS IN COMPILING BUDGET DATA 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree I 2 16.90 42.90 
2 Agree 9 12.68 32.10 
3 Undecided 5 7.04 17.90 
4 Disagree 1.41 3.60 
5 Strongly Disagree 1 1.41 3.60 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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The respondents indicated that they strongly agree that the 
results of CBA for ATT is useful in proving the worth of training. See 
Table XIX. 
TABLE XIX 
ACTION TASK USEFULNESS IN PROVING THE WORTH OF TRAINING 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 13 18.31 46.40 
2 Agree 1 0 14.08 35.70 
3 Undecided 2 2.82 7.10 
4 Disagree 2 2.82 7.10 
5 Strongly Disagree 1 1.41 3.60 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
The respondents indicated they agree that results of CBA for ATT 
1s useful in obtaining training funds. See Table XX. 
The respondents indicated that they agree the results of CBA for 
ATT is useful in program continuation decisions. See Table XXI. 
The respondents agree and an equal number strongly agree that the 
results of CBA for ATT is useful in supporting organizational goals. 
See Table XXII. 
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TABLE XX 
ACTION TASK USEFULNESS IN OBTAINING TRAINING FUNDS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 9 12.68 32.10 
2 Agree 1 1 IS .49 39.30 
3 Undecided 5 7.04 17.90 
4 Disagree 2 2.82 7.10 
5 Strongly Disagree 1.41 3.60 
No Response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XXI 
ACTION TASK USEFULNESS IN PROGRAM CONTINUATION DECISIONS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 1 1 15.49 39.30 
2 Agree 1 3 18.31 46.40 
3 Undecided 1 .4 1 3.60 
4 Disagree 3 4.23 10.70 
5 Strongly Disagree 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE XXII 
ACTION TASK USEFULNESS IN SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 10 14.08 35.70 
2 Agree 10 14.08 35.70 
3 Undecided 4 5.63 14.30 
4 Disagree 3 4.23 I 0.70 
5 Strongly Disagree 1 1.41 3.60 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 I 00.00 I 00.00 
Cognitive Task Training. The respondents indicated that they 
agree the results of CBA for CTT are useful in compiling budget data. 
See Table XXIII. 
The respondents indicated that they agree that the results of CBA 
for CTT are useful in providing the worth of training. See Table XXIV. 
The respondents agree that the results of CBA for CTT are useful 
1n obtaining training funds. See Table XXV. 
The respondents indicated that they agree that the results of CBA 
for CTT are useful in program continuation decisions. See Table XXVI. 
The respondents indicated that they agree that the results of CBA 
for CTT are useful in supporting organizational goals. See Table XXVII. 
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TABLE XXIII 
COGNITIVE TASK USEFULNESS IN COMPILING BUDGET DATA 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 9 12.68 31.00 
2 Agree 1 2 16.90 41.40 
3 Undecided 5 7.04 17.20 
4 Disagree 2 2.82 6.90 
5 Strongly Disagree 1.41 3.40 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XXIV 
COGNITIVE TASK USEFULNESS IN PROVING THE WORTH OF TRAINING 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 8 11.27 27.60 
2 Agree 1 2 16.90 41.40 
3 Undecided 6 8.45 20.70 
4 Disagree 2 2.82 6.90 
5 Strongly Disagree 1.41 3.40 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE XXV 
COGNITIVE TASK USEFULNESS IN OBTAINING TRAINING FUNDS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 6 8.45 20.70 
2 Agree 14 19.72 48.30 
3 Undecided 6 8.45 +0.70 
4 Disagree 2 2.82 6.90 
5 Strongly Disagree 1.41 3.40 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XXVI 
COGNITIVE TASK USEFULNESS IN PROGRAM CONTINUATION DECISIONS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 9 12.68 31.00 
2 Agree 1 5 21.13 51.70 
3 Undecided 3 4.23 10.30 
4 Disagree 2 2.82 6.90 
5 Strongly Disagree 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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TABLE XXVII 
COGNITIVE TASK USEFULNESS IN SUPPORTING ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS 
%of %of 
RATING Frequency Total Responses 
Strongly Agree 7 9.86 24.10 
2 Agree I 5 21.13 51.70 
3 Undecided 3 4.23 10.30 
4 Disagree 3 4.23 10.30 
5 Strongly Disagree 1.41 3.40 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
Research Question Seven 
Research question seven was, "What was the relationship of ATT and 
CTT with regard to the schedule for conducting CBA?" The majority of 
respondents to the study indicated there is no set period for 
conducting CBA. Usually the time for conducting the analysis 1s as 
agreed to in each training programs. Comments from the respondents 
indicated this is an area of increasing attention as use of CBA grows. 
The need to meet fiscal year requirements and organizational needs are 
some of the considerations for a schedule. See Table XXVIII for ATT 
and Table XXIX for CTT responses on schedules. 
so 
TABLE XXVIII 
ACTION TASK SCHEDULE FOR CONDUCTING COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
%of %of 
VARIABLE Frequency Total Responses 
a. Within one year 6 8.45 21.40 
b. W /1 six months after 5 7.04 17.90 
completion of ea. session. 
c. W /1 six months after 7 9.86 25.00 
program completion. 
d. No set period, usually 10 14.08 35.70 
as agreed in ea. training 
program. 
No response 43 60.56 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
TABLE XXIX 
COGNITIVE TASK SCHEDULE FOR CONDUCTING COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
%of % of 
VARIABLE Frequency Total Responses 
a. Within one year 6 8.45 20.70 
b. W /1 six months after 3 4.23 10.30 
completion of ea. session. 
c. W /1 six months after 3 4.23 10.30 
program completion. 
d. No set period, usually 17 23.94 58.60 
as agreed in ea. training 
program. 
No response 42 59.15 
Total N=71 100.00 100.00 
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Research Question Eight 
Research question eight was, "What was the relationship of ATT and 
CTT with regard to the satisfaction with results of CBA?" 
Action Task Training. The respondents rated the overall results 
of CBA for their ATT as "somewhat satisfied." See Table XXX. 
TABLE XXX 
SATISFACTION WITH RESULTS OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
FOR ACTION TASK TRAINING 
%of 
VARIABLE Frequency Total 
Completely Satisfied 1.41 
2 Somewhat Satisfied 20 28.17 
3 Neither Satisfied 6 8.45 
nor Dissatisfied 
4 Somewhat Dissatisfied 1.41 
5 Completely Dissatisfied 0 0.00 










Cognitive Task Training. The respondents rated the overall 
results of CBA for their CTT as "Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied." 
See Table XXXI. 
TABLE XXXI 
SATISFACTION WITH RESULTS OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR 







1 Completely Satisfied 2 2.82 6.70 
2 Somewhat Satisfied 7 9.86 23.30 
3 Neither Satisfied 18 25.35 60.00 
nor Dissatisfied 
4 Somewhat Dissatisfied 3 4.23 10.00 
5 Completely Dissatisfied 0 0.00 0.00 
No response 41 57.74 
N=71 100.00 100.00 
Research Question Nine 
Research question n1ne was, 11 What was the relationship of 
demographic questions to responses on use of non-use of CBA?" 
Demographic questions 1n the survey included the number of years the 
respondents had been director, the number of years experience the 
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director had as a training professional, the educational level 
attained, the number of employees for which the director had training 
responsibility, and the estimated training budget. Responses to these 
questions are tabulated in Tables XXXII to XXXVI. Analysis of 
relationship of the demographics to questions on use and non-use of CBA 
follows in Tables XXXVII to XLI. 
Responses indicated that approximately 35 percent of the 
respondents had less than two years in the position. The respondents 
(n=71) had a total of 372 years in the position of director of 
training. See Table XXII. 
The respondents had a total of 1,038 years of experience as 
training professionals. The range of experience was from one to 30 
years. The mode was 15 years. The data from responses is shown 1n 
Table XXXIII. 
The majority of respondents have Master's degrees of Doctoral 
degrees. See Table XXXIV. 
The scope of training responsibility shows that most of the 
responding organizations have from 1,000 to 30,000 employees. See 
Table XXXV. 
The responses about training budgets are listed 1n 
Table XXXVI. 
TABLE XXXII 
NUMBER OF YEARS RESPONDENT HAD BEEN DIRECTOR OF 
TRAINING (OR EQUIVALENT) FOR THE COMPANY 






























































TABLE XXXI II 



































































1. 90,00 l-Over 
TABLE XXXIV 







SCOPE OF TRAINING RESPONSIBILITY 

































CHARACTERISTICS BY TRAINING BUDGET 
%of 
SCOPE BUDGET $ Frequency Total 
a. 1-50,000 6 8.50 
b. 50,001-100,000 4 5.60 
c. 100,001-200,000 7 9.90 
d. 200,001-400,000 14 19.70 
e. 400,000-600,000 10 14.10 
f. 600,001-800,000 5 7.00 
g. 801,000-1 m 6 8.50 
h. 1 m 1-10 m 1 3 18.30 
l. 10 m l-Over 6 8.50 
N=71 100.00 
Cross analysis of relationships of demographics to responses of 
use and non-use of CBA were as follows. 
Cross analysis of the number of years on the position of director 
to responses on use and non-use of CBA is indicated in Table XXXVII. 
Cross tabulation of directors years of experience to responses on 











CROSS TABULATION OF DIRECTORS YEARS IN POSITION TO 
USE OR NON-USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
Done Total Yrs %of 
CBA? % on the job Total Yrs. 
Yes 46. 187 50.27 
No 54. 185 49.73 
100. 372 100.00 
TABLE XXXVIII 
CROSS TABULATION OF DIRECTORS YEAS OF EXPERIENCE 
TO USE OR NON-USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
Done Total Yrs of %of 
CBA % Experience Total Yrs. 
Yes 46. 492 47.40 
No 54. 546 52.60 











Cross tabulations of educational level attainment to the responses 
on use and non-use of CBA indicated no major difference for the 
Bachelor and Master's degree. Use of CBA by those directors having 
Doctor's degrees exceeded those with lesser degrees. See Table XXXIX. 
TABLE XXXIX 
CROSS TABULATION BY EDUCATION OF DIRECTORS TO 
USE AND NON-USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
Done 
Resp. CBA % Bachelor % Masters % Masters % 
33 Yes 46. 1 1 47.83 18 47.40 7 77.78 
38 No 54. 12 52.17 21 53.82 2 22.22 
n=71 100. 100.00 100.00 100.00 
Cross tabulation of responses on number of employees to responses 
on use and non-use of CBA revealed there was no significant trend 
(x2 = 6.28m df = 3, p = .099). In the chi-square analysis Table XL was 
collapsed for columns a-b, c-d, e-f, and g-i. For those organizations 
having over 50,000 employees the responses indicated they had done CBA 
more than organizations with a smaller number of employees. See Table 
XL. 
Resp Done % 
CBA 
33 Yes 46. 




CROSS TABULATION BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES TO USE AND NON-USE 
OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
a b c d e f g 
1- 1,001- 10,001- 20,001- 30,001- 40,001- 50,001-
1,000 10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000 70,000 
1 9 7 7 1 1 3 












Cross tabulation of responses on training budgets to responses on 
2 
use and non-use of CBA indicated a significant trend (X = 19.11, df=3, 
p=.OOl). In the chi-square analysis Table XLI was collapsed for 
columns a-b, c-d, e-g, and h-i. Organizations with training budgets 
over one million dollars had done more CBA than organizations with 
smaller training budgets. See Table XLI. 
Summary 
The results of the study were tabulated and reported in this 
chapter. Nine divisions, matching the basic research questions, were 
utilized to report the results. The survey consisted of three parts 
with questions designed to answer the basic research questions. 
The study addressed the question of use of formal and informal CBA 
on any training by the respondents. The questionnaire then 
specifically addressed questions on the use of CBA on two types of 
training, ATT and CTT. The part three questions were demographics 
about the respondents and their organizations. 
A total of 71 usable responses or 35.5 percent of the n=200 
population were used to report the results of the study. The responses 
were tallied and the data were listed in frequency distribution tables. 
The data were reported based on analysis of the tables. Cross analysis 
of ATT and CTT responses indicated no marked lack of association. 
Analysis of demographics on training budgets to use and non-use of CBA 
indicated a significant trend for those with higher budgets to do more 
CBA than those with lower budgets. Comments made by the respondents 
were reported in this chapter or summarized in Appendix H. 
Conclusions, findings, and recommendations were reported in Chapter V. 
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TABLE XLI 
CROSS TABULATION OF TRAINING BUDGET TO USE AND NON-USE 
OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
Resp Done % a b c d e f 
CBA $ 1- 50,001- 100,001- 200,001- 500,001- 600,001-
50,000 100,000 200,000 400,000' 600,000 800,000 
33 Yes 46. 0 1 1 5 5 3 















SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, FINDINGS, 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The scope of this descriptive study was to gather needed 
information about the present practice of use of cost benefit analysis 
(CBA) for action task training (ATT) and cognitive task training (CTT) 
from a population of directors of training. Literature highlighted the 
need for industrial and other training activities to adopt systems of 
CBA to prove the worth of their training programs. 
The declining economic conditions in industry, product 
competition, lack of quality, loss of production, and increased need 
for training to meet the needs of new and revised technological 
advances were but a few of the causes of management attention on 
training functions for support. 
While the human resource field reacted with many articles on the 
need for CBA techniques to be developed and adopted, there was little 
or no collective information on which to base knowledge of practices 
being used to determine the worth of training and the percentage of 
application of CBA to ATT and CTT. This information was considered 
vital not only to gather data on actual practice but to provide for 
future decisions in areas of CBA application to training. The 
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information could help other industrial directors of training, human 
resource development professionals and educators to better understand 
current practice. 
This study was designed to address the problem of the lack of 
adequate information being available on CBA use from a population of 
directors of training. 
The study surveyed directors of training in the Fortune 200 
industries about the use of CBA on two types of training, ATT and CTT. 
Action task training was related to technical training and cognitive 
task training to management training. The questionnaire was also used 
to gather information on whether or not the population had used CBA 
techniques formally or informally on any of their training in the last 
two years. Those who had done CBA on their training were asked 
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what was the application of CBA to ATT and CTT. With these 
determinations made, those who had done CBA on ATT and/or CTT were asked 
to answer the questions about what they considered to be important 
criteria for application of CBA;usefulness of CBA results to training 
director functions; schedules for conducting the CBA on their 
trainingland their overall satisfaction with results of conducting CBA 
on their training. 
Demographics about the population were also obtained, tabulated 
and cross tabulated. 
In descriptive studies one generally is asking questions that have 
not been asked before, and usually an instrument has to be developed 
for the specific study, as was the case in this study. The instrument 
questions were developed from important data in the literature rev1ew. 
They were then structured for the population us1ng appropriate 
definitions and language to communicate what information was needed. 
The instrument was reviewed by subject matter experts, refined, and 
then pilot-tested for reliability on a group of Oklahoma industrial 
directors of training fitting most characteristics of the target 
population. This took much time, analysis and revision. The 
instrument was finalized and sent to the target population. 
Because of the summer vacation period, level of the target 
population, nature of the study, and mail time throughout the United 
States, getting the subjects to return the questionnaires required the 
original mailing, a first and second follow-up by mail, and telephone 
calls. 
The results of the study are tabulated in Chapter IV by the n1ne 
research questions and the survey questions designed to gather the 
data. This information provided a description of current practice and 
a basis for future study of the subject area. 
Conclusions and recommendations based on the results of the study 
are as follows. 
Findings and Conclusions 
Finding 
The responses of the population studied indicated that 54 percent 
of the population did not use any formal or informal CBA on any of 
their training in the last two years. 
Conclusion 
The use of CBA for training by industrial training organizations 
1s increasing slowly but still leaves much to be desired. 
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Finding 
Forty-six percent of the responding population indicated they had 
used formal or informal cost benefit analysis on their training in the 
last two years. Those who had applied CBA to ATT rated the 
satisfaction of overall results as "Somewhat Satisfied." Respondents 
who indicated they had applied CBA to CTT they rated the satisfaction 
with overall results as "Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied." 
Finding 
The responses from the population studied rated the training needs 
analysis, training and related costs, performance tasks, and 
performance standards, as "very important" to planning use of CBA for 
ATT. The training request was rated as "important." 
Conclusion 
Important criteria for anlaysis of application of CBA to ATT 
includes front-end planning documentation and processes. 
Finding 
In the front-end planning documentation and processes for CTT, the 
responses from the population studied rated the training needs analysis 
as "very important" to planning use of CBA. The training request was 
rated "important." Performance tasks and performance standards were 
rated as "neither important nor unimportant," perhaps 
because they usually do not exist for management training. 
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Conclusion 
Important criteria for analysis of application of CBA to CTT place 
major emphasis on justifying the need for the training. 
Finding 
On ATT and CTT the majority of the respondents indicated that they 
"strongly agreed" or "agreed" that CBA is useful in compiling budget 
data, proving the worth of training, obtaining training funds, program 
continuation decisions, and supporting organizational goals. 
Conclusion 
Cost benefit analysis results for training can be useful and 
beneficial for several human resource development functions and duties. 
Finding 
The majority of responses to the survey questions on schedule for 
conducting the CBA indicated it is usually as agreed to in each 
training program. (In other words, there is no set schedule.) Some 
respondents indicated that the set schedule for conducting the analysis 
was within one year and others within six months after completion of 
each training session or program. 
Conclusion 
When the use of CBA has been decided upon for a training program,a 
determination is made as to when it will be conducted. 
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Comments indicated that this is an area of attention because of the 
need for the information from a fiscal year point of view. As use of 
CBA for training increases, this area may become more formalized. 
Finding 
There appears to be no marked lack of association between types of 
training on use of CBA for training. 
Conclusion 
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The use of CBA for training as a formal process requires a definite 
knowledge of training and related costs to be applied to each element of 
the training to provide a rational model. Either one knows the 
information or one cannot use CBA in its formal sense. With the problems 
of intangible costs, it may be that a sort of informal use of CBA 
techniques may become acceptable to use the perceived benefits for 
justification. However, this is not a real substitute, but a "best you 
can do at this time" approach. 
Conclusion 
The study results indicated there was no marked lack of 
association between answers for ATT and CTT. 
Finding 
This study revealed the population to be highly educated 
with the majority having Master's and Doctoral degrees. Many 
of those who have Bachelor's degrees indicated they had additional 
graduate level hours. Each had an average number of about 15 years of 
experience. There appeared to be no major difference indicated between 
these factors and the use or non-use of CBA by Bachelor's and Master's 
holders. For those with Doctor's degrees, however, CBA was used more 
than the others, and they primarily worked in plants having the greater 
numbers of employees and training budgets over one million dollars. 
Conclusion 
All of the respondent directors of training to this study have 
college degrees and many years of experience as training 
professionals. 
Finding 
Respondents with large training budgets used CBA more than those 
respondents with smaller training budgets. 
Conclusion 
Analysis of responses indicated this to be a significant trend. 
Reco11111endations 
The following are recommendations made as a result of this 
research. 
A comprehensive front-end analysis of training should be conducted 
prior to the application of cost benefit analysis (CBA) to action task 
training {ATT) or cognitive task training {CTT). Front-end training 
documentation and processes for analysis and approval of training 
should be reviewed by the human resource development department to 
assure that the information needed for CBA application is available and 
included in the rev1ew. This area should include such material as the 
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training needs analysis, the training and related cost data, the 
training request, the performance tasks and the performance standards 
for the training. 
Additional research should be conducted on other training 
population administrators to gather information on their use of CBA 
for their Action Task Training and Cognitive Task Training. This could 
serve to improve knowledge about practice 1n the subject area. 
Further research should be supported and conducted on other 
aspects and variables of human resource development needs in the area 
of CBA for training. Research is an answer to what is happening and 
what is needed to move the profession forward in this complicated area 
of practice. 
Consideration might be given to the establishment of a graduate 
level course or seminar type of training on CBA techniques for 
training. The course should be for directors of training and other 
training professionals. 
Directors of training should consider establishment of basic 
policy statements for evaluation of training on a CBA basis. 
In view of the slow but increasing formal use of CBA for training, 
schedules for conducting the analysis should be reviewed by the 
training department with consideration to fiscal year and other 
organizational needs for the CBA data. 
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Oklahoma State University j 
CIN'III fOI HUMAN USQUICI DIVWII'MIHT 
CQWCI Qf IDUCATIDN 
Dear Training Dlractar, 
SliUWAl'll. CICWIOMA 14071440J 
c~ •UUDW" ..oJ 
June 26, 1989 
This study cancams the usa of cast benefit analysis for training. We especially want your 
response because of your expeRise and actua! experience In dracling Industrial training 
practlcas. 
We are attempting ta determine the impic& af cast benefit analysis an the twa major types of 
talk ualnlng: Acllan Task. which Is training ta parfann physical ar lkiU centered activity, 
g11181811y u In Technical Tnlning and Cognitive Task, which Is tlalnlng ta parfonn mentally, 
genaraUy u In Management Training. The attached questionnaire hal bean designed and 
ltltld ta ablaln the necaasary information wAlla requiring a minimum at your lime. 
It will be apprac:iated If yau wiU campletatha questionnaire priarta July 14, 1989 and return It 
In the anclalad stamped envelope. 
We would be pleased ta sand you a summary af the repan. En:cr your name and address and 
check the bax. The respondents nama and address wiU be used to carrespand with you, 
otherwise It wiU be held In confidence. The entering of your name and address is optional. 
Than1cs for cooperating and sharing your expertise. 
"'11111D!ilntl K. D'Andrea, 
Dactaral Clndida1a 
OJclahama State University 
cJD 712 Procter Place 
Midwest City, Ok. 73110 
1-405-732·1168 
2 Encls: Quasliannaira & 
atamped return envelope 
faaAity Advisor, 
#d't'.-r/.~J..-
WIIIiam A. Venable, Director 
Oklahoma Stale University 








Oklahoma State University 
5CHQQL Of OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION 
CCUfCE OF EDUC.\ liON 
I 
Dear Traininl Direc~or and Colleasue, 
STIUWATE«. OKlAHOMA 14011-4406 
CLASSROOM BUII.DitiC 406 
1~0Sl14.Ull$ 
July 15,1969 
We have enolo••d a follow-up copy o! our quea~ionnaire we eon~ 
to.you in June, With the vacation period i~ may have become 
delayed. We especially want your inpu~ as a professional with 
expertise and experience in trainins administration. Won't 
you please help us by takin1 a few minutes of your time to 
complete the questionnaire. and return it prior to Au1ust. 4, 
1989 in the envelope.enclosed?' 
The study about the use ot coat benefit analysis tor traininl 
la needed and important. The two pa1e questionnaire can be· 
comple~ed in lese ~han nine minutea. We really need your inpu~. 
By cooperatinl you will assist in completin1 the research study 
tor the center and my doctoral dissertation. We will be most 




Oklahoma State University 
o/o 712 Procter Place 
Hidwea~ City., Ok. 73110 
1-405-732-1166 
2 Enola: Questionnaire & 
stamped return envelope 
Fa~ulty Advi~r, 
;#',4....; 1G tJ,;u-4 
Dr.William R. Venable, Director 
Oklahoma State University 
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:')klahoma Staie Un irersii~l I STIUWArfll. OKWIOMA 7~071WU06 CLASSROOM IUILDING ~ I~CI5.11~.U.J1S SCHOOl. Of OCCUPATIONAL AND ADULT EDUCATION 
COLUCI Of EDUCATION 
Aurust 25 ,19B9 
Dear Traininr Director and Collea1ue, 
We have enclosed a follow-up copy of our questionnaire we sent 
to you in June. With tho vacation period it may have become 
delayed, We especially want your input as a proteaaional with 
expertise and experience in traininr administration. Won't 
you plea•• help us by takin1 a few minutee of your tiae to 
complete the questionnaire and return it prior to September ~ 
1989 in the envelope enclosed? 
The study about the use of cos~ benefit analvaia tor traininr 
ia needed and important, The two ~are questionnaire can be 
completed in 1oaa than nino minuies, We will be moat 




Oklahoma State University 
c/o 712 Proctor Place 
Hidweat City, Ok. 73110 
1-405-732-1168 
2 Enola: Questionnaire & 
stamped return envelope 
Fa~ulty Advi~r, 
#.LI!..-A· ,G f;i;u/--
Dr.William R. Venable, Director 
Oklahoma State UniversitY 











CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
OKLAHO:MA STAT.E tlNIVERS1'Ii' 
Impact of Cost Benefit Analysis on Action Task 
and Cognitive Task Training 
Ruui'CIIIr: Rudolph A. D'Andrea 
Advimr: Or. William R. Venallie 
INSTRUCTIONS 
a-a~ 
1. 1hla IIUGy Ia CIIIII:IIIMO willlllla uae Ill caallllnelil a~Wyaia by your llaining orglllizllian, In 1111 pu&lwo yeara. Til• llwinG Ill 
VDIII upeniu anlllllol:lllll Ull ol caa1 Dlnl4&11111yaia lor &raining willllalp proviDe a llellll' Ullllllaaanding ol COilllmporary prar:ICI 
llld llllllllaf lila llllllre. 
2. DEFINmON OF TERMS 
AC110N TASK TRAINING • Trlilling Ia penorm IMYchomo&or, 
..._.., pllpial 01lkillceallllli IQIV&y. Al:liDn Tulia IYv• 
lllplllflli:ll ar1 apeGiii:. EICII~~~p II GDMIYIIIII, IIIUIIII'IIIII, 
llld il peliGrJIIIO ill a llllliiHIIr lllal1 per!OG ol 111111. Thia lllk IIU 
a ~~~ginning 1110 ena, w Ia ~ o1 DlbiiiGiillna. All 
IIIUIIIie -'d DIID lluild a~ Tec:ilnical&rlining il 
U-.i111aian IIIII lnlinlng. 
COGNI11VI TASK 'IRAINIHG • Trliniov ID perlarm lllllllally, 
Crlgaiive ~in w:A u IValulling,Dac:iQing, 01 
~ aralllllllll pr-whic:h arena& abaalvable, 
IIIII clo 111111o11Dw a pr.:ill 01urlllalll lUi¥ dalinallle Gt 
llllllllrlilll. Minlglllllllllllining Ia genaraiy qnilN1111A 
IIUIIng. 
COST IENUIT ANALYSIS • A eyi!IIMiia lfiiiiiiiCh al 
Cllllljlaring ClllllfiiiiYCIDI&a al a pcagiMIID 1111 111111111 allhl 
PfDUIIIII. The loiiDwing ar•lllllllfllll rllaling ID &raining: 
(1) Tbl ~ al Cllllllplling upiCIId upiiiSII Ia 1111 
priiMiillldvarupe llllmpiamellllng • new &raining Pfllil'llllin 
1111 Gtglllizl&iln. 
DIRECTOR Qf TRAINING • Thl adminillr&IDI Dlllulllall 
IIIOUIG&tllvliaplald. 
TAlK • A 11111111ng1u111111 Dl wor~c~G~M~y a-.., periDnnld Dn 
1111 jciO by Gill _..,. willin alimilld periDd ol limL Thialllk is 
klgic:allllll -aurr ID rudl a lingle Dbjac:live Gl GIApll. A 
lllk II a aarillllllaiDnl 01 blllavicn whil:ll &I:DIIII1flliln• a 
gDAI. Tulia are Gividacl iniD 1w0 11111jclr 1ype1: 
t. .AcliDn TuU 
2. Cclgniaive Tulia 
3. COMPLETING THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
Allll reviewing Ill• c:ovet Iiiier IIIII inuruaians. pleau campille 
1111 qlleiiiGMiire uainQ 1111 guilllnl:a in 1ac11 quelliall. Willi 
qlllllillna rlqlll'e Only a c:llidl mark will q11111111111 r:an bl 
&IIIWIIICi in II minWU Gillis. Ally CIIIIIIDIIII& Gl &IIKIImlfU 
YDIIIIIIY Ollet 10 ua 10 prallllle a blllll' UIIIIIIIIIUIIIin!l Dl your 
eyl&llll -'d bl walcDmld. 
4. RESPONDENrS ADDRESS BLOCK 
·OPTIONAL· 
En111 addr111 inicrmuion. To raq111111 a IIIIMllrV olllla &IUdy, 
(c:Mc:k lila Ill&). 
Naml:; _____________ _ 
Till:, ______________ _ 
Adclttll: ______________ _ 
Cilr:,..--____ SI&II: __ ZipCoda: __ _ 
Q I WDUid like 10 receive aiiiiMlary Dl YDIIfiiUdy. Pilau 
...., ilia lila abDvt adllrlllo 
5. RETURN OF THE COMPLETED 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
Pllua IIH lila ll1dDiad adllrlllld, 51ampld IRVelDpiiO leiiiiR 
1111 Cllmpi&lld qllllliDnnlira 10: 
ftlldGiph A. D'Andraa 
712 PrDC:Iet Plica 
Miclwau Cily, OklabDiaa 731tD 







PART I• ABOUT THE USE OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR TRAINING 
I. tiM~-----61:il~ arlnlanlwolllllll- ana~'~ Ill a your R111int In 1W IN&-reM07 
~~-~ 
0 a. YES 0-.•HO 'U 1111, go ~PART W, c.n.r--..PARTS J, I~ W. 
2. HM~cq.---GDII--,...an~l1pe•ol~in.,.IUI--a7 
I ACTJOH TASK TRAINING I . 
~~-· Q a. YES a b.' NO 'llllll,piMM-DI~INIIIIICIIDHaw. (Cilecauljlplopna&e) 
0 I.!Milollr-7 Oc..-.c: 
Q 2.HoaAaiaaiiiiiii1G? 
Q ~T110_.,1 
o ... Hal ....... -7 
I CCGNITIVE TASK TRAINING I 
(CIIacil-1 
Oa.ves o .... HO ·u-. ,......_arilli<alll..-.calllllaw. (a-u~l 
Q I.!Milola,.-7 Oeo.nn-., 
a 2.*·-~- ... , 
Q ~Too.U,7 
Q 4.Hala...;ot-7 
PART II • ABOUT THE APPUCATION OF COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS FOR TRAINING 
I.PINauae ... -ol 1111111--IWioMol I • V-r lmpDrlaAI n.--·-·!Oij-...... .,...__.,_ 2•1111pan.W 
............ ~ ... 11-olu.wlg ..-. :1• Heo8W lalpolllaniDI IJnimponanl 
~ . ..,...,._,.. 
S•V-r~ 
I 1 
TYNQIITRAININQ A-Gila. JAM C::OGMDWiiAi& 
I 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 •I'QI.I;I·-· ... - ...... 
... 1-IIII:IUUI 
e.t........a~.,.,_,sas 
._, __ fli .... WJCQIII 
.~._. 
ll'lifiRlllll.uG .. _ 
COA.II.I£HT: 
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Z. .._ _____ , ... ,....,. __ .,....._ ..... ~_l'aining-IOIWjgjjowjng ..... 




' •lilnlnelt DiuQIH 
1 2 
FCIR1YP£10f- ACIX*t..,_ COGNDV& llol& 
CAll ___ .._ 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
o.UIUIL .. c:DoiiU.HIII.IIIiili)AI'A 
O.lotliiiL•-JIC-IWQFI,.._. 
•...UU. .. a&l__.. UMIIGRMJII 
O.UiifiL·---QN-
.. ----·--·-....~ 
S. IMIMCIIII ...... IMIJiil Ia ..... nining. -ioN .......... IDI'-.aing lila anaiplil? PINNiiiCII ... apprapria18........,ot --.. _.,... .. l'lining---. 
1 2 
COIIUI'IInr. 
'IYNIOFTIWNIHG- AG_,_ I COGIIliVII/oOil 
a.IOI-CINiWUII 
.... - ...... _,llloiiiUIM:II- r-- -... -..... -.... -·-~ r-- -
O.IGIITPIMII.-IAI-lD .. 
1- -_, __




J • ......... li&uMQ -lliluulied 
4·s-Miu~ ----nNW I~ S·~Di&auUed 112L31 ~Lsi 
a..ACIDIIIollll- I I I I I 
O.IXXIHIIMIAIIII-
PART Ill• ABOUT YOU AND THE SCOPE OF YOUR ORGANIZAnON'S PROGRAM 
I. How-r ,_.,Ill N-11.-,llaverOY_clol_ol nining (01'.....,_1 lilt lliiCM~P~A~? YEARS 
Z. How_,,..,. ai..,._.ID lhiMnll year, 110 rOY have u a raining pco'-a-w? YEARS 
S. Wtoa&iiiWiugMII-WOYIIII .. .-7 
High Sc;hoal, "'-· iiKilolllll, Mallil. 0( Oacaal DeQIH: EDUCAnON 
4. The ""'pe ol v-D-I'Uiinct ,.,oonslbilirt--mony lmiJiciVMI ollhio comoany? tCIIack ona blackl 
a. b. I c. d. a. f. I g. I h. i. J 
I • 1000 IDOl• I 10.001· 20.001. :10.001· .o.oo1 • I !iD,DOI • I 7g,~· aVIII J ..... , ... 10.1100 201100 30000 40000 ~1100 70.000 90.001 
5. Wllolwuyc.,IOIIIIosiiiMINninino-Jiatlll817 CNmono-. 
a. b. !c. d. a. I. fg. I h. I. J 
1. 50.QDO ~I· I IDO.DOI • 2DD.DOI • 4DO,DOI • 600.DOI. I IIOO.IXII • I I IIIII • ...... J -· 100.1100 2DDDDO <IOO.DDO 60DDDO 800.1100 I IIIII 10m• SJDm~ 
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APPENDIX "D" 
RESEARCH QUESTION NUMBER TO QUESTIONNAIRE QUESTION NUMBER 
Research 
Question 
Number Short title 
1 Use of CBA in general 
Was answered by Questionnaire 
Part I Question Number 
for training? I l.a. , l.b. 
2 Use of CBA for ATT? I 2.a., 2.b., 2.b.(1),(2),(3),(4) 
2.c., 2.d., 2.d. (1) 1 (2), (3), (4) 3 Use of CBA for CTT? 
4 Relationship of'CBA 
Use on ATT & CTT? 
5 Relationship of 
Important Criteria 
for CBA Application 
to ATT & CTT? 
6 Relationship of CBA 
Usefulness of Results 
ATT & CTT? 
I 
I 2.a., 2.b., 2.b. (1), (2), (3), (4) 
2.c., 2.d., 2.d. (ll, (2) 1 (3), (4) 
II l.a.(l),l.b.(l),l.c.(l),l.d.(l), 
l.e.(l),l.f.(l),l.g,(l) 
l.a. (2) ,l.b. (2) ,l.c. <2> ,l.d. (2) 
l.e.(2),l.f.(2),1.g,(2) · 
II 2.a. (1) ,2.b. (1) ,2.c. (1) ,2.d. (l) 
2.a. (2) ,2.b. (2) ,2.c. (2) ,2.d. (2) 
7 Relationship of II 3.a.(1),3,b,(1),3.c.(l),3.d.(l) 
3.a. (2) ,3.b. (2) ,3.c. (2) ,3.d. (2) Schedule for Conducting 
CBA on ATT & CTT? 
8.Relationship of II 4.a. 4.b. 
Satisfaction with 
Results of CBA 
Conducted on ATT & CTT? 
9.Description of 
Demographics 
III 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
88 
APPENDIX "D'' 
QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESEARCH QUESTION CHECK LIST 
RQ 1. Did the population USE any formal or informal Cost 
Benefit Analysis <CBAl on ANY of their trainina in tho 
laat two years? 
QQ Part. I l.a. Yea •..•. 
total 
Part. I l.b. No ••••. 
total 
(Percent.) Yea •.... 
~ of pop. 
No ..... 
~ ot pop 
' ......................................................... . 
RQ 2. For their Action Task Tra.inina CATT), did the 
population use CBA in the last two years? 
QQ Part. I 2. a.. Yea ..... 
total 




(why no) 2.b. (1) Lack of System 
(2) No direction to do so 
(3) Too Costly 
<•> Not a MaJor Concern 
ADalysis of Comments: 
RQ3 Did the population USE CBA for their 
Traininc in the last. two years? 
QQ Part. I 2.c. Yes CPercont) 
total 
2.d. No (Percent) 
total 
(why no) 2.d. Cl) Lack of System 
(2) No direction to do so 
(3) Too Costly 
(4) Not. a MaJor Concern 
Analysis of Comments: 
Yea ••.... 
X of pop 
No ...... 
X ot pop 
tot.abl ~ of pop 
Cocnit.ive Task 
Yea •...• 
~ of pop 
No •••.... 
~ of pop 
tota.ls X of pop 
RQ 4 What. was the relationship between ATT and CTT with 




2.a. ,2.b. and 2.b. (1), (2), (3), (4) 
to 2.c.,2.d. and 2.d. (1),(2),(3),(4) 
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RQ 5 As ra~ed by ~he popula~ion, wha~ waa ~he relationship 
between ATT and CTT wi~h reaard to impor~ant criteria for 
CBA application? 
R&Una-
QQ Part II l.a. Policy •...••.••.••••. 
b. Trainina Request •.•.• 
c. Needs Analysis .....•. 
d. Trainina .Coa~s ...... . 
e. Performance Task .•... 
t. Performance Standards 
a. CBA Model ........... . 
(List ratina totals under ATT and CTT) 
(1) 
ACTION TT 
1 2 3 4 5 
(2) 
COGNITIVE 
1 2 3 4 5 
(Compare) 1.&.(1) thru 1 g,(1) to 1.a.(2) thru 1.a.C2). 
report 
relationship) 
Aaalyais of Comments: 
RQ 6 For ATT and CTT, what was the relationship reaard to 
Usefulness of CBA results, as rated by the population? 
(1) (2) 
ACTION COGNITIVE TT 
Ratin1- 1 2 3 4 5 l 2 3 4 5 
QQ Part II 
2. useful in: 
a, compilina budaet data 
b. provina worth of trainina 
c. obtaining ~rainina funds 
d. proaram continuatiion dec 
e. supporting oran. goals 
(List ratina totals) 
Compare) 2.a.Cl) thru 2.e.(l) to 2.a.(2) thru 2.e.(2). 
( report relationship) 
Analysis cf Comments: 
90 
RQ 7 "Wit.hregarci to Schedule for Conciuctin& CBA, what was 
the relationship of ATT anci CTT reaponoes? 
(1) (2) 
ACTION COGNITIVE 
QQ Part II 3. a. Within one year ....... 0 
b. Within six ( 6) months 
after each session ....... 
c. Within oix (6) months 
after pro&ram compl, "0 I 0 I 0 o 
d. No set time usually as 
a1reoci in each program ....... 
List totals) 
Compare) 3.a.(l) thru 3.d.(1) to 3.a,(2) thru 3.d.(2). 
(report relationship) 
Analysis of Comments: 
RQ 8 What was the relationship of ATT & CTT with ro&arci to 
the population's satisfaction of results of CBA conciucteci7 
ratin&-
QQ Part II 4. a, Action Task Traininl 
b. Co&nitive Task Traininl 
Liat totala) 
Compare) 4.a. to 4.b. 
report. relationship) 
1 2 3 4 5 
RQ 9 Describe the ciamo&raphics stuciiaci about tho population? 
QQ Part. III 1. Been Director of Traininl Years ...... total 
QQ Part III 2. Years experience. Yoars ...... total 
QQ Part III 3 Hi&heat Education Attained H A B M D 
Totals 
(Percent) % of pop by H A B M D 
QQ Part III 4. Number of employees reap, for. 
totals. for a. b. c. d. e. f. g, h. 1. 
(chart> 
QQ Part III 5, Traininl Bud&et 1988 
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PILOT TEST DRAFl' 
11§0 
sataQI. Ql ca:urAJICHAI. ~ ADUU ICUCATIOH I Oklahoma State Universz'ty 
I 
SriUWo~UlL CCIAHQ.I.IA 14/lll 
CWUQQ.WII~~ 
I~IWU~I~ 
We are pUot.•t.oninc t.llia UI&Qif wllic:b b c:anc:ornoo wit.ll 1.bo 
'be uao ot c:oat. bonat1t. &A&llf&l& tor trainin&. We are 
part.ic:Yl&rllf Qoairo&&a at abt.&lAlA& your raapoaaaa b•oa&&a• 
ot JfOUI' .expert.iaa &a4 aot.ll&! axparienao in Qiroot.1AI in~at.rl&l 
t.r&ininl prac:t.icoa. · 
Tho at.l&cilf is &t.t.oapt.1n& t.o dat.oraino t.ho iapaat. al coat. banat1t. 
&A&llf&l& an t.ho t.wo .. Jar typaa ot t.aax t.ra1n1n1: Aot.1on Taax, 
wllicb 1~ t.r&1ninl t.o portora aot.or,aan&&&l, plllf&ic:nl or ak1llod 
cont.orad act.1vi'lf· aanar&lllf a~ in T•ollnloal Traininl and 
Co1n1t.1vo Taax, wllioll 1~ l.r&ininl t.o pertora aant.&lly,uanaralllf 
&a in n&A&&o .. nt. Tra1n1n1.Tbo &~l.&obad qu.at.ionnaira b~• bean 
deaianad t.~ o~t.&ln t.lla.n•a•D..,.If intoraat.1on while roq&&1rinu & 
ainia~~a at t.i ... 
Plaaaa raao t.bo in&t.r&&c:t.iona ana c:oap~ot.a t.llo q&&aat.iannair• tor 
lfCM&I' &C:t.iv1t.lf, Then, an t.lle bwlt ot t.lla tora plo&&ll 111Vto Y& lf~YI' 
c:oaa.nt.a:tll 414 lfOII &&ndarat.ano tho q~~eat.ionat t2l Do you t.blnk 
ot.bar 1n411at.ri&l t.rainin& oirec,ora wo&&ld unG&rat.&AA t.heo q&&a&~1ona7 
1~1 Any raooaa.nci&t.iona tor iaproveaant. in cont.•nt., toraat. or 
at.r&&ct.UI'a7 
Your roaponaoa are iaport.&At. and will help provide o~cat.ora and 
ot.llar prota=oaionala in t.ll11 b~n reoaall&'ca oovalapaent. fl•ld wi.t.h 
& bot.t.or ~~ndtlrat.an4ina at c:on~••Porary pract.ico and na•45 in l.lla 
fllt.&&ro, 
It. will ba approo1&t.ad 1f lfOY will coapl•t.a t.lla q&&•at.ionnAir• 
prior ~o HAv 2G,1S~S &A4 rat.~&ra i~ in ~~~· .odraaa.o, A~Aapad, 
oavalopa ancloaod. Ot.bar phaaaa of tho roaaarcb caano~ ba carried 
Oil~ QDt.il wa coaplat.a t.ba &n&llf&i~ ot tho pllot.•t.aat. 4•t.&.·W• 
WC~~&ld welcoao a11r c-at.a lfOY _, have &Ali any procac1&&raa JfOI.I ""'If 
&t.\&011 t.hat. will help provic1a a bat.t.ar ua4arat.&ndina lfOYr ayat.aa. 
Wa woYld ba plaaaed t.o aand voy a &ll&aAI'If ot tile roport.,obeok t.ha 
baa next. t.o lfOYI' add&'aaa,Tba naa. ana add&'••• ot t.ba roaponliont. 
will ba &&aao t.o corroaponli wit.h lfOY &ad ot.berw1ae will ba held 
in aont11i•aoa, Th&nke tor coopar&t.ina an4 ab&rina VOYI' aapart.iae, 
2 EDal»:Qwea~iGAD&ira ~ 
~t.&apali reL&&rn •nvolopa I ... •• jj 
CENTENN~ 
DECADE , ..... -
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PIIDr 'l'I:ST DRAFl' 
1, Instructions 
Tbla a~ydy is oonoaraaA wl\b 
\he vaa ot oo•~ baaati~ &a&lyaia 
by rour ~ralalnl orlaalaa~ioa,la 
~he laa\ \wo yaara, 
The ah&rinl of rovr aaparianoa 
on ~he ao\val Yaa ot coa~ baaail\ 
aaalrala tor ~r&1a1AI will help 
provi4e a ba\~ar'ya4era~aadina at 
ooa\ .. porarr prao\ioa &aG na•aa 
in ~he tY~vra. 
2, DEFIKITIOH OF TERMS 
ACTION TAS& TRAIHIHQ, Trainin1 ~o 
pertora parohoao~or, a&DY&l, 
pbyaioal or akill oaa~arad 
ao\iYi~r. AO\ioa Taaka have a\apa 
whiob ar• apaoitlo, i:aoh a~p ia 
obaarv&Dla, .. aavrabla &aG ia 
p.rtor .. a in a rala~ivaly a~ 
p.rioa ot ~1... The 1.au hall a 
badnaiDI &lUi &OA aACi ia· 
1adepaa4ea\ at o~bar ao~loaa. An 
a ... pla ot ao\ion ~aak w~la be 
~o bYild a bookoaaa. Taobaio&l 
TraiaiAI ia ••nerally ao~ioa 
1oUk 1.raiDLDio 
COCHITIYE TASK TRAIHIHQ,Traiaiaa 
\0 partora .. a\allr. Co1ni~iva 
behavior& avoh aa avalva~inl, 
d&oid!n1 or diaoriaiaa\lnl are 
.. a~l prooaaaaa which are no1. 
ob .. rvabla, and do no\ tallow a 
praoiaa oraar 1.ba\ la aaailr 
Getiaabla or .. aaurabla. 
H&aala .. a\ Traininl ia 1onorallr 
COIAL~iva \aak 1.raiALDio 
COST BENEFIT AHAt.YSIS 
A ·sya~..a\ia Approach" at 
ot ooaparinl coapaay ooa\a ~a 
raaY11.a.Tha tollowinl aaaaplaa 
rala1.a 1.0 \raiaina: 
Cllfha prooaaa ot ooaparlal 
••pao1.a4 a&peiUiaa 1.0 1.ba 
po~aa~ial a4van~•••a ot 
1apl ... ~1.iAI a new 1.ra1niDI 
pro1raa io ~ba orl&niaa~ioo, 
Cll Tba prooaaa ot 
ooaparlnl 1.raloia~ proaraa 
••PMna•• ~• 1.b& lAooaa or 
aaviaaa 1.0 1.ba ooapaoy aa 
& raaYl~ ot 1.ra1A1AI 1.ba1. 
rooolvacl probl... iA qvalU.y • 
pro4Yo1.ioa.aalaa, behavior, 
a\o.oOAtroo~acl by ~be 
orl&nia&UOA, 
DlaECTOR OF TRAlHIHO The 
&da1a1a~ra~or at Hua&A 
Rlao~c• Davalo,.au~. 
TASK A aaaainltYl uai~ ·at 
work ao~ivi~r ~·nerallY 
partor .. a on ~h• Job by ana 
worker wi\hiA a 11&1~•4 
period ot u ... Thla uak 
ia lo1loal &aG naoaaaarr 
~o aobiavinl a aiall& 
obJao~iva or OY~pY~. A aariaa 
ot ao~&ona or bab&viora which 
aoooapliahaa a 10al. Taaka 
are dlvl4e4 la~o ~wo aaJor 
~rpea: AO~ion Taaka and 
COIDi~iva Taaka, 
:1, COHP&.El'IHQ THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
uaina ~h• ruidanc• in o&ch quaMLlon. 
HOa~ qY&I~ioa& oalr raqYlra a chack 
aark aACi oaa be ooapla1.a4 in a taw 
aima\aa. Anr -•u roY aar have 
or a\1.aobaaa\a you aar have ~o 
provia. a b•~••r Ya4ara~&AGia~ ot 
ot yoyr ara~ .. woYld ba walcoaad • 
4. RESPOifDEHTS ADDRESS Bt.OCK 
Ea\ar addraaa intoraa1.ioa. 
To raqyaa1. a avaaarr of \be 
a~Yay, ohaak \be box. 
II. RftURH or COHPI.El'ED 
QUESTIOHHAIRE 
Pl ... • Yaa \ba oooloaecl, a~&aPAG 
eavalopo 1.0 ra\vrn ~be coapla~•cl 
qvaa\1oa~ira 1.01 
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REPORT ON PILOT TEST RESULTS 
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REPORT ON RELIABILITY PILOT ·rEST OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
INTRODUCTION: An instrument had been developed to survey 
the Fortune 200 industries director's of training to 
determine the use of cast benefit analysis an two major 
types of task training, Action Task Training and Cognitive 
Task Training. This reliability pilot test was made to have 
a group of directors of training or equivelant training 
administrators in Oklahoma City metropolitan area industries 
test and review the cover letter, instructions and complete 
the questionnaire. After which they would answer pilot test 
!1Uestions (1) Did you understand the questions? (2) Do you 
think other directors of training would understand the 
questions? and (3) Do you have ilny recommendations for 
improvement in content, format or structure? 
PURPOSE: It was desirous to have a uroup of directors of 
training that had considerable experience, expertise and 
and education in managing industrial type training to help 
p1lat test and review the questionnaire for reliability of 
purpose prior to surveying the Fortune 200 papulation. 
METHOD: The pilot test of the draft cover letter, 
instructions and questionnaire, was conducted by personal 
contact with training administrators in fifteen Oklahoma 
industries. Those selected closely met the purpose of the 
exercise. This included respondents in private industry 
and government activities. Some were members of the 
American Society for Training and Development. The 
participants were given the material, after a short 
introduction as to the purpose of the exercise. They 
were told to read the cover letter, instructions and 
complete the questionnaire questions and pilot test 
questions. Mast chose to do so immediately, twa chose 
to mail the questionnaire back. Those that were mailed 
back showed no particular differences in response than 
those completed during the visit. Some of the industries 
were local divisions of Fort11ne companies. All of the 
participants were most congenial. The majority expressed 
an interest in the study and requested a summary be sent 
to them. 
RESULTS: Tl1e results of the pilot test inrlic~ted the 
following information about the participant~. 
The number of yeare as director of training with the 
industry ranged from 2 to 20 years. The average was 
7 years. The number of years experience as a training 
professional ranged from 10 to 28 years. The average 
was 17 years. The majority, 53 percent, had Masters 
degrees, 13 percsnt had Doctorate degrees and 33 
percent had Bachelor degrees. The number of employees 
for which they had training responsibility was twelve 
activities 1-20,000 employees, two activities 40,000 
- 60,000 employees and one over 160,000 employees. 
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F'age 2 
The estimated training budgets for 1988 were five at 
$1-50,000 ; one $50,001-100,000 ; three $150,001-
200,000 ; one $200,001- 250 1 000; and four over 
:t-40(1' 000. 
On use of cost benefit analysis formally or informally 
for any training in the last two years, 87X reported 
yes <md 13 X No. 
On use of cost benefit analysis for Action Task Training 
in the last two years, 73X reported ye~ and 27 X no. 
Those who said no reported the reason(s) as lack of 
system and not a major concern. 
For use of cost benefit analysis on Cognitive Task 
Training in the last two years, 67 perc~nt reported 
yRs and 34 percent no. The reason<sl for the no 
answers were reported as lack of sys~em and not 
a major concern. 
About Important criteria for cost benefit C.'lnal y~si ~• 
application to: ATT 
Importance: rating: 1 
,, 
' 4 5 J. 2 .::. ·-· 
Policy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X.08 ·-:~~ .. _ .. _. .50 .08 .o . 17 17 
Training Hequest .. . . . . . . . . 'l.. :.:;3 -~~ .. _ .. _ .. . 17 . 17 .o . 17 4? 
Needs Analysis. X. 50 .25 ~C" .0 • I) .50 .33 . . . . . . . . . . . .:;. . ..) 
Training a~ other costs. 'l..42 -::-.- . 25 • (J .o .25 -::--:r . . • •.J• • .I • ·-•·J 
Performance Task. . . . . . . . X.42 .33 ..25 .a .a . 17 .08 
Performance? Standards. . . . 'l..42 .42 . 17 .(J .0 -~"T ......... . J.7 
CBA model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 'l.. 17 .50 . 17 .o .0 .25 '":;"":'!" . ·-···-' 
About Useful nC?s~s of cost bem~f it an<;~.l ysi s to duti£~s? 
ATT 
Useful in: rating: 1 2 -~ ·-·' 4 5 J. 
compiling budget data. . . . X .50 .42 .08 .1) .0 ~~ .. _ .. _. 
pr·oving worth of tr<~i ni ng/. . 75 . 17 .08 . 0 .o . ::3 
ob"l:aining fLtnds. . . . . . . . . . /. .42 .50 .1)8 • I) .0 .42 
program continuation dec./. 4'' . ..:. .58 .o .o .o ""'" • .::,._1 
support Clf organization. . /. .58 .42 • I) .I) • I) .42 
About when is cost benefit analysis scheduled to 
conducted? 
Within one ye<;~.r ••..••.. · .•..•...•.•....••.•.••.. /. 
Within six C6) months after ~ach session ....... /. 
Within six (6) months after program completion.X 
No set time, as agreed in training program .••.• /. 
About satisfaction of results of application of 
benefit analysis, the following was reported. 
rat.ing: 1 2 3 4 5 
CS S NSU SO D 
Action Task Training: X .1)8 .50 .33 .0 .08 
Cognitive Task Training: % .08 .08 .67 .08.08 
2 
·~"":'!' .. _ .. _. 
.58 
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Pilot test questions: 
Did you understand the questions? Yes.93 percent 
·:<E- No . 0"7 percent 
* Comment: did not undestand CBA model question Part II 2.g. 
Did you think other 
the questions? Yes 
* No. 
directors of 
. '?3 percent. 
.U"7 percent 
training would understand 
Comment: * most are clear except Part II 2.g. 
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Ouestiun J. show -For·mal or informal f:BA 
~. Results of cognitive training are 
measured by managerial readiness ~ 
communications skills. 
0. Need more formalized methods. 
1. Establishment of measurable performance 
standards is critical not only to CBA 
but to development of the individual. 
1. CBA procedures have been in place for 
years and no further models should be 
needed. 
5. A front-end analysis is done with most 
training to determine what is the most 
efficient method of training. 
5. Follow-up needs to continue throughout 
the year as business and training needs 
change. 
6. We need to develop better techniques for 
CBA for our training. 
4. ~ 5. Range employees too high, Budget too 
low. 
4. Change range to small med large, see 
numbers. 





SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS COMMENTS 
The following are paraphrases of other comments input by 
respondents to the study about use of cost benefit analysis for 
tr·aining. 
1. The schedule for conducting cost benefit analysis is 
tied to each program cycle and usually to the fiscal 
yr;?ar. 
2. Action Task Tra1ning is responsibility of the 
oper·ating level~:; <:>.nd is not planned coor·dinated or 
funded at this corporate level. 
3. Tl1e ~;chedule tor· c:ondLtc:ting cost benefit: .::1n<nly-::;i~3 is 
planm;?d pr1or to thr;1 training. 
4. In the past, <.Hlalysls \'las informal but it r1r.w1 i:Jeginning 
to be more formal. 
5. CJur· trc:l.inl.ng development systE~m considers cost. benefit 
analysis and model to be an integral part of the front 
end (meeting with customer) and analysis (defining the 
requirements). 
6. Letting employees know they are respected and their 
growth is important to the company is part of the 
trainers message. We do not believe benefits can or 
should be directly linked to bottom line results. 
7. Program needs are more important than budget 
requirements. Strategic direction and outcomes 
drive budget, not costs. 
B. We are not certain cast benefit analysis received the 
weight it deserves. Wants outweigh rational analysis. 
9. Far Cognitive Task Training, it is very difficult 
to evaluate the impart uf cost benefit analysis 
an training. 
10. Primarily we track production of an employee after 
training , and then performance after one year. 
11. Just now asking tor data in the schedule area, 
this 1s newly instituted process. 
1 ., ..:.. . Our Management and Supervisor training tends to be 
skill based and as such is Action Task Training. 
13. We are in the middle of an analysis, no post results 
until next year. 
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14. Developing a corporate edition of corporate bus1ness 
strategy and return on investment impact measures. 
15. Cognitive Task Training is corporate level concern, 
but cost benefit analysis is not yet done. It is hard 
to get a handle on how much more effective supervisors 
are in coaching their employees by spending $500 on a 
course. This is still an area of maJor concern. 
16. Do not u~:;E? a great deal of formal analysis, 
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